
HOLLAND?A NEW LOOK AT CRIME 

By Keith Wardrop. (Inst, for the Study and Treatment of Delinquency, 3s.) 
This is a brief factual survey with little comment. There being no juries nor 

magistrates in Holland, trials are always conducted by qualified lawyers, who ... 

provided with reports on the background, personality and criminal record of 
accused. Since the Public Prosecutor decides if there is a prima facie case to try, ^ 
court appearance suffices for finding of guilt or acquittal. Solitary confinement, 
used to be routinely applied at the beginning of imprisonment, has recently ^ 
abolished. Mentally disturbed or psychopathic offenders who are not frankly >nSafij 
may be classed as partially responsible, which means they are given a term 
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lniprisonment followed by an indefinite period of compulsory treatment. A psychiatric 
?bservation centre at Utrecht receives offenders prior to trial and makes detailed 

Commendations on disposal. The Van der Hoeven Clinic is a private organisation 

^hich provides social and community therapy, combined with individual psycho- 
eraPy, for "partially responsible" criminals. 
Juvenile courts, which are now going to deal with criminal charges against persons 
?m 12 to 21 years of age, are conducted by trained professional judges who are 

?'s? trained in child welfare. Delinquent children may also be dealt with under civil 

j|w> which provides for placing under supervision or removal from parents. A 

ePartment of Juvenile Affairs controls the institutions to which young persons are 
Sent after either civil or criminal process. Wide use is made in Holland of voluntary 
^sistants and voluntary societies in the supervision and placement of juvenile delin- 

quents, as well as in the probation and after-care services for adults. The Calvinist 
Edition in Holland seems to combine an uncompromisingly punitive attitude towards 
Renders with a sense of personal responsibility for the social welfare of deviant 

^lviduals. D. J. West 


